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“I hope you, continue to be good sisters.”

“We will.”

“Goodbye.”After saying that, on Tang Huan’s body, a tiny dot of light suddenly detached, then went
straight to the sky and disappeared into the sky.

Gone, that aunt was completely gone, and if she encountered any danger in the future, Omi would no
longer be able to call out to her.

This made Omi’s heart, reduce a lot of security, if he encountered a strong enemy in the future, he
would have to rely on himself to face it.

“Ugh.”Omi sighed.

At that moment, Tang Huan woke up.

“What just happened to me?”

“You.”Yan Xin Yi didn’t even know what to say.

Omi said, “It’s fine, just tell the truth.”
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“What?My mother in a previous life?Can you guys stop being so ridiculous.”Tang Huan felt incredulous.

Omi said, “It doesn’t matter if you believe her or not, she’s already gone, and I don’t know if there’s
any chance to see her again, she said that she has a great calamity in three hundred years, I think this
great calamity should be very, very big.Because, she even separated on Tang Huan, so tiny soul has to
retrieve, it shows how big the great calamity will be for her after three hundred years.”

“Let’s hope that she can survive the great tribulation three hundred years from now.”Yan Xin Yi
blessed.

Mu Qianji asked, “Omi, it’s no wonder you’ve been unrestrained and very arrogant.”

“Oh, right, but in the future, I don’t have this card in my heart, heck, I don’t even know how I’m going
to get around anymore.”

“It’s better to be more careful in the future,”Mu Qianji said.

“That’s all we can do, let’s go, open up the cave.”



Omi didn’t think too much about it, in this mountain, five cave dwellings were opened up, five cave
dwellings were connected together, this was for safety reasons.

The three people that Omi had killed before, of course, Omi didn’t miss their storage rings, after
opening up the cave houses, Omi poured out the contents of their storage rings to see if there were
any spirit stones.

There were tens of thousands of spirit stones, but unfortunately, they were all sixth-grade spirit
stones.

Sixth grade spirit stones were of very limited use to Omi anymore.

“In total, there are over 30,000 sixth grade spirit stones, converting to seventh grade, that’s 36
pieces.Thirty-six pieces of seventh grade, I can’t even make it to the Combined Body Third Stage, but
it’s better than nothing.”After speaking, Omi refined two million pieces of sixth grade spirit stones,
and Omi ascended to the second stage of the combined body.

“Omi, the entire Five Seas, or even the Six Seas, find out a few million sixth grade spirit stones, you
should still be able to make it up.So, at most, at the combined stage, you can still use sixth grade spirit
stones to upgrade.But after the Merging Stage, when you reach the Splitting Stage, there’s really
nothing you can do, you can only rely on yourself.”

Omi smiled, “Finding out millions of sixth grade spirit stones, hehe, how long will it take, when I
actually gather this much, I’m afraid that time, I’ll be at the Divide Stage in my own cultivation.All right,
don’t bother paying attention to this in the future, just concentrate on cultivating, I don’t believe that
anyone else can cultivate by themselves.Don’t forget, in the mortal realm, I, Omi, am the most genius
of all, the first one to step into the void.”

“Hmph.”

Omi began to calmly cultivate.

In a blink of an eye, three months had passed.

Three months of closed doors, almost as if he had slept in the blink of an eye.

The most depressing thing was that the three months of the world seemed too short and too short,
and Omi felt like he hadn’t made any progress even after three months of cultivation.

Omi arrived at Mu Qianji’s cave, where Mu Qianji was still cultivating.

“Qianji.”

“Omi, you’re out of the gate.”

“Alright, take a break.”Omi patted the dust on Mu Qianji’s body, and Mu Qianji stood up.

“Any progress?”Don Zimmer asked.

“No.”Mu Qianji shook his head.

“I guess it will take thirty years to feel some progress.”Mu Qianji said.

“Fuck, thirty years, living like this, a thousand years isn’t enough to live.”Omi said depressingly.



“Perhaps, we should go out for a walk, in the past, in the One Heavy Sea, before I met you, when my
master and I were cultivating, although we were also often closed, we often went out to practice and
then collected some spiritual herbs, bought some spirit pills and the like, as a way to aid our
cultivation.Now that we do nothing and close our doors every day to absorb spiritual energy, I think
it’s hard to get up there.Now that we’re at this realm, it’s only right that we need the assistance of
some spirit medicines and pills even more.”

“Also, the spirit stones will be depleted, but spirit pills, this is a renewable resource, well, let’s try it
some other day, or, find some old seniors and ask them what experience they have.”

“Nowadays in the immortal cultivation world, when they meet someone stronger than us, they want to
kill us and take the treasures from us, where is there any old seniors to guide them, it’s all up to them.”

“Let’s not talk about it, wake up Tang Huan and the others, let’s discuss some ways.”

“Wait.”Mu Qianji suddenly called out to Omi.

“What is it?”

“Three months ago, Tang Huan’s ex-mother said that you took Tang Huan either as a sister or a wife,
what did you think?”

“Uh, this.”

“Why don’t you, when your wife, after all, we are all rarely destined to be together to cultivate
immortality, the path of immortality, the endless road, so many long years, the total one lonely very
lonely.”Mu Qianji said.

Omi smiled, “Thousand Jie, you’re not testing me for anything, are you?”

“Nerve, I’m serious, and that Lu Yuxi, you’re along too.”

“Speechless.”Omi rolled his eyes.

“You’re the one who’s speechless.”

Omi said, “In the mortal world, I had a bunch of wives and concubines, now I’ve come to the immortal
world, I’m so relaxed, don’t burden me, do I have to drag a bunch of women behind me again to do
it.What’s the use of women, in the mortal realm you can still sleep, but in the spirit realm, it’s easily
closed for years and decades, what do you need so many women for.”

“What’s your theory, anyway, even if it’s not your dao couple, all of us, in the future, we’re just as likely
to stay together, what’s the difference ah, just as a comfort to their lonely body and mind.”

“Chichi, you’re very bad.”Omi a rage.

Mu Qianji was speechless: “I just don’t want to.”

“Alright, you’re overthinking it.”Omi walked out of the cavernous room and came next door to a few
cavernous rooms, waking up Tang Huan, Lu Yuxi, and Yan Xinyi, the three of them also had a layer of
dust on them, sitting for three months, everyone was covered in dust.

Omi, a man with four women, was also really a wonder of the immortal world.



However, outsiders didn’t know, they must have thought that all four of them were Omi’s immortal
cultivation couples.

“Alright, everyone has worked hard, let’s take a break and discuss how we should cultivate before we
make any more efforts, we are probably very ineffective if we blindly close the door like this.”Omi said
to the three of them.

“Hmmm, I feel like I haven’t made any progress in these three months.”

“Yeah, I feel like we need to find some spiritual herbs, spirit pills or something to assist.”Tang Huan
said.

Omi smiled slightly and looked at Tang Huan, Tang Huan had grown into a mature beauty, if he was
still a bit green before, he was now completely mature.
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